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Markov Chain Monte Carlo Convergence
Diagnostics: A Comparative Review
Mary Kathryn COWLESand Bradley P. CARLIN
A criticalissue for usersof MarkovchainMonteCarlo(MCMC)methodsin applicationsis how to determinewhen it is safe to
of the distributionof interest.Researchinto methodsof computing
stop samplinganduse the samplesto estimatecharacteristics
theoreticalconvergenceboundsholds promisefor the futurebut to date has yielded relativelylittle of practicaluse in applied
work.Consequently,
most MCMCusersaddressthe convergenceproblemby applyingdiagnostictools to the outputproducedby
runningtheirsamplers.Aftergivinga brief overviewof the area,we providean expositoryreviewof 13 convergencediagnostics,
of each.We then comparetheirperformancein two simplemodels
describingthe theoreticalbasis andpracticalimplementation
andconcludethatall of the methodscan fail to detectthe sortsof convergencefailurethattheywere designedto identify.We thus
recommenda combinationof strategiesaimedat evaluatingand acceleratingMCMCsamplerconvergence,includingapplying
and modifying
and cross-correlations,
diagnosticproceduresto a small numberof parallelchains,monitoringautocorrelations
or samplingalgorithmsappropriately.
We emphasize,however,thatit is not possibleto say with certaintythat
parameterizations
of an underlyingstationarydistribution.
a finitesamplefrom an MCMCalgorithmis representative
KEY WORDS: Autocorrelation;
Gibbssampler;Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm.

1.

in missing- and dependent-datasettings where the likelihood itself involvescomplicatedhigh-dimensionalintegrals
(see, for example,GelfandandCarlin1993, and Geyerand
Thompson 1992). Excellent tutorialson the methodology
have recentlybeen providedby Albert (1993) and Casella
and George (1992); a more complete and advancedsummarywas given by Tierney(1995). The statisticalapplications of MCMCin just the last 5 years are far too numerous to list, coveringsuchdisparateareasas the modelingof
humanimmunodeficiencyvirus (HIV)progression(Lange,
Carlin,and Gelfand1992),archaeologicalshapeestimation
(Buck, Litton, and Stephens 1993), determinationof fuel
economy potentialin automobiles(Andrews,Berger,and
Smith 1993), andthe analysisof home runhittersin major
league baseball(Albert1992).
AlthoughMCMCalgorithmsallow an enormousexpansion of the class of candidatemodels for a given dataset,
they also sufferfrom a well-knownandpotentiallyserious
drawback:It is often difficultto decide when it is safe to
That is,
terminatethem and concludetheir "convergence."
at whatpointis it reasonableto believethatthe samplesare
of the underlyingstationarydistribution
trulyrepresentative
of the Markovchain?It is immediatelyclear that this is a
more generalnotionof convergencethanis usualfor iterative procedures,becausewhatis producedby the algorithm
at convergenceis not a single numberor even a distribution, butrathera samplefrom a distribution.Worseyet, the
Markovnatureof the algorithmmeansthatmembersof this
samplewill generallybe correlatedwith each other,slowing the algorithmin its attemptto samplefrom the entire
stationarydistributionand muddyingthe determinationof
appropriateMonte Carlovariancesfor estimatesof model
characteristicsbasedon the output.Muchof the aforementionedappliedworkhas shownthat such high correlations,
both withinthe outputfor a single model parameter(auto-

INTRODUCTION

In a surprisinglyshortperiod,MarkovchainMonteCarlo
(MCMC)integrationmethods,especially the MetropolisHastings algorithm (Hastings 1970; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth,Teller,and Teller 1953) and the Gibbs
sampler (Geman and Geman 1984; Gelfand and Smith
1990) have emerged as extremely populartools for the
analysis of complex statisticalmodels. This is especially
true in the field of Bayesiananalysis,which requiresevaluationof complex and often high-dimensionalintegralsto
obtainposteriordistributionsfor the unobservedquantities
of interestin the model (i.e., unknownparameters,missing data, and data that are yet to be observed).In many
such settings, alternativemethodologies(such as asymptotic approximation,traditionalnumericalquadrature,and
noniterativeMonte Carlomethods)eitherare infeasibleor
fail to providesufficientlyaccurateresults.Properlydefined
and implemented,MCMCmethodsenablethe user to successively samplevalues from a convergentMarkovchain,
the limitingdistributionof which is the truejoint posterior
of the model unobservables.Importantfeaturesof MCMC
methodsthat enhancetheir applicabilityincludetheir ability to reducecomplex multidimensionalproblemsto a sequence of much lower-dimensionalones and their relative
indifferenceto the presenceor absenceof conjugatestructurebetweenthe likelihoodandthe priordistribution.
AlthoughMCMCmethodshavebeenmostwidelyusedin
Bayesiananalysis,they have also been used by frequentists
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not uncommon, caused, for example, by a poor choice of
parameterization or perhaps overparameterization.The latter situation can of course lead to "ridges" in the posterior
or likelihood surface, long the bane of familiar statistical
optimization algorithms.
Efforts at a solution to the problem of determining
MCMC algorithm convergence have been concentrated in
two areas. The first is theoretical, wherein the Markov transition kernel of the chain is analyzed in an attempt to predetermine a number of iterations that will ensure convergence in total variation distance to within a specified tolerance of the true stationary distribution. (Notice that this
goes beyond merely proving that a certain algorithm will
converge for a given problem, or even providing a rate for
this convergence.) For example, Polson (1994) developed
polynomial time convergence bounds for a discrete-jump
Metropolis algorithm operating on a log-concave target
distribution in a discretized state space. Rosenthal (1993,
1995a, 1995b) instead used Markov minorization conditions, providing bounds in continuous settings involving
finite-sample spaces and certain hierarchical models. Although approaches like these hold promise, they typically
involve sophisticated mathematics, as well as laborious calculations that must be repeated for every model under consideration. Moreover, in most examples analyzed thus far
using these tools, the bounds obtained are quite loose, suggesting numbers of iterations that are several orders of magnitude beyond what would be considered reasonable or feasible in practice-though Rosenthal (1996) obtained tight
bounds in a hierarchical normal means model related to
James-Stein estimation.
As a result, almost all of the applied work involving
MCMC methods has relied on the second approach to the
convergence problem: applying diagnostic tools to output
produced by the algorithm. Early attempts by statisticians
in this regard involved comparing the empirical distributions of output produced at consecutive (or nearly consecutive) iterations and concluding convergence when the difference between the two was negligible in some sense. This
led to samplers using a large number of parallel, independent chains to obtain simple moment, quantile, and density
estimates. Indeed, not long ago a widely used diagnostic
was the so-called "thick felt-tip pen test" of Gelfand and
Smith (1990), where convergence was concluded if density estimates spaced far enough apart to be considered independent (say, five iterations) differed graphically by less
than the width of a thick felt-tip pen. Besides the inherent
waste of preconvergence samples in this massively parallel
approach, the diagnostic often suggested convergence prematurely for slowly mixing samplers, because it measured
the distance separating the sampled distribution at two different iterations rather than the distance separating either
distribution from the true stationary distribution.
Of course, because the stationary distribution will always be unknown to us in practice, this same basic difficulty will plague any convergence diagnostic. Indeed, this
is what leads many theoreticians to conclude that all such
diagnostics are fundamentally unsound. Many researchers

in other areas where MCMC methods have been used for
many years (e.g., physics and operations research) have also
reached this conclusion. Still, many statisticians rely heavily on such diagnostics, if for no other reason than "a weak
diagnostic is better than no diagnostic at all."
In Section 2 we introduce the MCMC convergence diagnostics in our study. For each, we briefly review their
theoretical bases and discuss their practicality of implementation. We also classify the methods according to whether
they measure the convergence of univariate quantities or of
the full joint distribution and whether their results are quantitative or qualitative (i.e., graphical) in nature. Finally, we
assess the extent to which each addresses the competing issues of bias and variance in the resulting estimated features
of the stationary distribution. Virtually all convergence diagnostics seek to uncover bias arising from a sample that
is not representative of the underlying distribution; a few
also attempt to instruct the user as to how many (autocorrelated) samples should be drawn to produce estimates with
variance small enough to inspire confidence in their accuracy. For those diagnostics not addressing this latter issue,
an alternative is to use batching (see, e.g., Ripley 1987, sec.
6.2), or perhaps more sophisticated time series methods (as
in Geyer 1992).
In Sections 3 and 4 we apply our collection of diagnostics to some relatively simple statistical models. In so doing,
we investigate whether use is indeed appropriatewithin the
realm of common statistical practice. We find that many of
the diagnostics produce results that are difficult to interpret
and potentially misleading even in these idealized settings.
Finally, in Section 5 we discuss our findings and offer recommendations on how to proceed in this thorny area.
2.

MCMCCONVERGENCE DIAGNOSTICS

The convergence diagnostics of Gelman and Rubin (1992)
and of Raftery and Lewis (1992) currently are the most popular in the statistical community, at least in part because
computer programs for their implementation are available
from their creators. In addition to these two, we discuss the
methods of Garrenand Smith (1993), Geweke (1992), Johnson (1994), Liu, Liu, and Rubin (1992), Mykland, Tiermey,
and Yu (1995), Ritter and Tanner (1992), Roberts (1992,
1994), Yu (1994), Yu and Mykland (1994), and Zellner and
Min (1995). Furthermore, we mention some related ideas
from the operations research literature, focusing on the
technique of Heidelberger and Welch (1983).
2.1 Gelman and Rubin
Based on normal theory approximationsto exact Bayesian
posterior inference, Gelman and Rubin's (1992) method involves two steps. Step 1, to be carried out before sampling
begins, is to obtain an overdispersed estimate of the target
distribution and to generate from it the starting points for
the desired number of independent chains (say 10 if only
one major mode was found, and more in the case of multiple modes). Step 2 is to be carried out for each scalar quantity of interest (after appropriatetransformation to approximate normality, if needed) after running the Gibbs sampler
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chains for the desirednumberof iterations,say 2n. It involves using the last n iterationsto reestimatethe target
distributionof the scalar quantityas a conservativeStudent t distribution,the scale parameterof which involves
both the between-chainvarianceandthe within-chainvariance.Convergenceis monitoredby estimatingthe factorby
which the scale parametermight shrinkif samplingwere
continuedindefinitely,namely
n(- I

df
m?+B\
inmn W] df -2'

where B is the variancebetween the means from the m
parallel chains, W is the average of the m within-chain
variances,and df is the degreesof freedomof the approximatingt density.Slowly mixingsamplerswill initiallyhave
B muchlargerthanW,becausethe chainstartingpointsare
overdispersedrelativeto the targetdensity.GelmanandRubin recommendedan iterativeprocessof runningadditional
iterationsof the parallelchainsandredoingstep 2 untilthe
"shrinkfactors"for all quantitiesof interest are near 1;
at that point, assumingthat each chain has been run for a
grandtotal of 2n iterations,inferencemay be carriedout
using the combinedvaluesfrom iterationsn + 1 to 2n from
all chains. S-languagecode is availableto performstep 2;
it reportsboth the point estimateand the .975 quantileof
the shrinkfactors,as well as empiricalquantilesof sampled
quantitiescomputedfromthe pooledsamplesandestimated
quantilesbased on the Studentt distribution.
Thoughcreatedfor the Gibbs sampler,Gelmanand Rubin's methodmay be appliedto the outputof any MCMC
algorithm.Their approachemphasizesreducingbias in estimation.They interpretedthe fact that the "shrinkfactor" approaches1 when the pooled within-chainvariance
dominatesthe between-chainvarianceto mean that at that
point, all chains have escapedthe influenceof their starting points and have traversedall of the targetdistribution.
They posited that there is no way to determinethat this
has occurredin a single chainwithouthavingadditionalindependentchains,startedfrom dispersedinitial values, for
comparison.

A numberof criticismsof Gelmanand Rubin'smethod
have been made. It relies heavily on the user's ability to
finda startingdistributionthatis indeedoverdispersedwith
respectto the targetdistribution,a conditionthat requires
knowledgeof the latterto verify.Second,becausethe Gibbs
sampleris most neededwhen the normalapproximationto
the posteriordistributionis inadequatefor purposesof estifor
mationandinference,relianceon normalapproximation
diagnosingconvergenceto the trueposteriormay be questionable.Also, the approachessentially is univariate.But
Gelmanand Rubin suggestedapplyingtheir procedureto
-2 times the log of the posteriordensityas a way of summarizingthe convergenceof the joint density.Advocates
of runninga single long chain considerit very inefficient
to runmultiplechainsand discarda substantialnumberof
they pointout that
earlyiterationsfrom each.Furthermore,
if one compares,for example,a single chainrunfor 10,000
iterationswith 10 independentchainseachrunfor 1,000 it-

erations,then the last 9,000 iterationsfrom the single long
chain are all drawnfrom distributionsthat are likely to be
closer to the true targetdistributionthanthose reachedby
any of the shorterchains.
2.2

Raftery and Lewis

Rafteryand Lewis's (1992) method is intendedboth to
detectconvergenceto the stationarydistributionandto provide a way of boundingthe varianceof estimatesof quantiles of functionsof parameters.The user must first run a
single-chainGibbssamplerfor Nmin, the minimumnumber
of iterationsthatwouldbe,neededto obtainthe desiredprecision of estimationif the sampleswere independent.Then
eitherRafteryandLewis'sFortranprogram(availablefrom
Statlib)or the correspondingS-Plus functionin the CODA
package(see Sec. 5) maybe runfor eachquantityof interest
in turn,using the Gibbs chains for that quantityas input.
Each programpromptsthe user to specify the quantileq
to be estimated(e.g., .025), the desired accuracyr (e.g.,
? .005), the requiredprobabilitys of attainingthe specified accuracy,anda convergencetolerance(explainedlater)
6, usuallygiven as .001. The programthen reports"nprec"
(the total numberof iterationsthat shouldbe run),"nburn"
(howmanyof the beginningiterationsshouldbe discarded),
and "k" (whereonly every kth one of the remainingiterates shouldbe used in inference).Iterationscorresponding
to the largest value of "nprec"obtainedfor any quantity
tested may then be run and, if desired,the diagnosticprocess may be repeatedto verify that they are sufficient.
The approachis based on two-stateMarkovchain theory, as well as standardsamplesize formulasinvolvingbinomialvariance.A binarysequence{Z} is formedwith a
0/1 indicatorfor each iterationof the originalGibbschain
as to whetherthe value of the quantityof interestis less
than a particularcutoff. "K" is the smallest skip-interval
for which the behaviorof the new binarysequence{Z(k)}
formedby extractingevery kth iterateapproximatesthatof
a first-orderMarkovchain."Nburn"is the numberof iterations thatit takesfor {Z(k) } to approachwithin6 (specified
by the user as mentionedearlier)of its estimatedstationary
distribution.A large value of "nburn"suggests slow convergenceto the stationarydistribution,whereasa value of
"nprec"much largerthan Nmin and/or "k"greaterthan 1
withinthe chain.The fact
suggests strongautocorrelations
that the formulafor Nmin is based on binomialvariance
leads to the counterintuitiveresultthat more iterationsare
requiredfor estimatingquantilesnearthe medianthan extremequantilesto obtainthe samedegreeof accuracy.This
approachmay be appliedto the outputof any MCMCalgorithm.
Raftery and Lewis emphasizedthat being able to pin
down the accuracyof the estimationof quantilesis very
useful, becausethey are at the heartof density estimation
and also providerobustestimatesof center and spreadof
a distribution.Critics point out that the method can producevariableestimatesof the requirednumberof iterations
needed given differentinitial chains for the same problem
andthatit is univariateratherthangivinginformationabout
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the full joint posterior distribution. It is also somewhat impractical in that convergence must be "rediagnosed"for every quantile of interest. Finally, recent work by MacEachern and Berliner (1994) showed that estimation quality is
always degraded by discarding samples, so that the whole
enterprise of estimating a skip-interval k may be inappropriate.

2.3 Geweke

intended to assess convergence of the entire joint distribution. His method is applicable when the distributions of the
iterates of the Gibbs sampler have continuous densities.
Roberts's method requires a symmetrized Gibbs sampler
algorithm in which each iteration consists of a pass through
all the full conditionals in a predetermined order, followed
by a pass back through all of them in the reverse order.
Roberts defined a function space and an inner product under
which the transition operator induced by the kernel of such
a Gibbs sampler chain is self-adjoint. He then proved that
under certain regularity conditions,

Geweke (1992) recommended using methods from spectral analysis to assess convergence of the Gibbs sampler
when the intent of the analysis is to estimate the mean of
n? vo
f 11
11If,n
some function g of the parameters 0 being simulated. If values of g(0(J)) are computed after each iteration of the Gibbs where
j is the norm associated with the specified inner
sampler, then the resulting sequence may be regarded as a product, f(n) is the density of the values generated at the
time series. Geweke's method rests on the assumption that nth iteration of the Gibbs sampler, and is
f the true target
the nature of the MCMC process and of the function g im- joint density.
ply the existence of a spectral density Sg(w) for this time
Roberts's convergence diagnostic is an unbiased estimaseries that has no discontinuities at frequency zero. If this tor of
f 11+ 1. It requiresrunningm parallelreversIlf(n)
assumption is met, then for the estimator of E[g(0)] based ible Gibbs sampler chains, all starting at the same
initial
on n iterations of the Gibbs sampler,
values 0(0), and is computed as
gn-gn-

l
En= (0(i)

1

-_

=n

m(m

the asymptotic variance is Sg(O)/n. The square root of this
asymptotic variance may be used to estimate the standard
error of the mean. Geweke referred to this estimate as the
"numeric standard error" (NSE).
Geweke's convergence diagnostic after n iterations of the
Gibbs sampler is calculated by taking the difference between the means g(0)A, based on the first nA iterations,
and -(0)B, based on the last nB iterations, and dividing by
the asymptotic standard error of the difference, computed
as earlier from spectral density estimates for the two pieces
of the sequence. If the ratios nA/n and nB/n are held fixed
and nA + nB < n, then by the central limit theorem, the
distribution of this diagnostic approaches a standardnormal
as n tends to infinity. Geweke suggested using nA =. ln and
nB = .5n. He implied that this diagnostic may be used to
determine how many initial iterations to discard. Then a
sufficient number of subsequent iterations must be run to
obtain the desired precision, as given by the NSE.
Geweke's method attempts to address the issues of both
bias and variance. It is available in the CODA package
(Best, Cowles, and Vines 1995). Like Gelman and Rubin's
convergence diagnostic, Geweke's is essentially univariate,
but if g(O) were taken to be -2 times the log of the posterior density, then it also might be used to investigate convergence of the joint posterior. It requires only a single sampler
chain and may be applied with any MCMC method.
Disadvantages of Geweke's method include its sensitivity to the specification of the spectral window. In addition,
although his diagnostic is quantitative, Geweke does not
specify a procedure for applying it but instead leaves that
to the experience and subjective choice of the statistician.

2.4 Roberts
Roberts (1992) presented a one-dimensional diagnostic

k(0(1/2),

-

1)lp

f

0(2n-1)

p

)

where 1 and p are replications of the sampler, 0(1/2) is the
value obtained after the "forward"half of the first iteration
of the Ith chain, 0pn) is the value obtained after the nth
complete iteration of the pth chain, and k is the kernel of
the "backward"half of the reversible sampler. Normalizing constants for all full conditionals, or good approximations to them, are needed in computing the numerator of
the foregoing sum. Roberts suggested graphically evaluating the monotonic convergence of values of this diagnostic.
In the usual case in which the Gibbs sampler is used, because the normalizing constant of the density f is unknown,
the constant toward which the values of the diagnostic are
converging is also unknown; hence the practitioner can look
only for stabilization of the values, and the diagnostic does

not estimateIlf(n)

-

f

+ 1.

In a subsequent paper, Roberts (1994) modified his diagnostic somewhat, improving its practicality. Writing
Xn

and

Xn = Xn v

he defined the within-chain dependenceterm Dn = 1/m

Z

1x

and the between-chain interaction term In

P
=
/m(m - 1)
Roberts showed that E(In)
xn.
< E(Dn), var(In) < var(Dn), and most importantly, E(In)
= E(Dn) at convergence. He thus recommended choosing
m = 10 to 20 different starting points (e.g., sampled from
a distribution overdispersed relative to the target density)
and monitoring In and Dn until both series are stationary and have similar locations. A reversible sampler must
still be used, though Roberts noted that a random visitation scheme or storing dual iterations will also result in the
required self-adjoint Gibbs transition kernel.
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Roberts's approach attempts to address bias in estimation
rather than variance and is evaluated in a graphical way.
Although the 1992 version depends on the form of the full
conditionals, the 1994 paper generalizes the technique to
other MCMC algorithms. Advantages of Roberts's method
of diagnosing convergence are its rigorous mathematical
foundation and the fact that it assesses convergence of the
entire joint distribution rather than of univariate quantities.
But there are also several pragmatic disadvantages. The requirement for a reversible sampler makes for more complicated coding than in the standard Gibbs sampler algorithm
for the same problem, and the special coding is problemspecific rather than generic. The variance of the statistic is large and may obscure the monotonic convergence.
Two methods of stabilizing the variance-log transformation alndincreasing the number of replicate chains-have
their own disadvantages. Log-transformed values become
very volatile when the untransformed statistic is near zero,
and the larger the number of replicate chains, the slower
the entire computational process becomes.
2.5

Ritter and Tanner

Like Roberts's method, Ritter and Tanner's "Gibbs Stopper" (Ritter and Tanner 1992) is an effort to assess distributional convergence. The method may be applied either
with multiple parallel chains or by dividing the output of a
single long chain into batches. An importance weight is assigned to each vector drawn at each Gibbs sampler iteration.
Histograms are drawn of the importance weights obtained
either at each iteration across multiple chains or within each
batch of a single chain. As with Roberts's method, convergence is assessed primarily in a graphical way by observing
when the histogrammed values become tightly clustered,
although Wei and Tanner (1990) noted that the standard
deviations of the weights should also be monitored quantitatively.
The importance weight w assigned to the vector
drawn at iteration i of the Gibbs sam(X(i), X Xi),.X))
pler is calculated as

This integral may be approximated by the Monte Carlo
sum
m
-1

gi (0)

-

X (i)

'X (i)

X (i)

9It

2

x(i))
v***v

x (i)A

d J

where q is a function proportional to the joint posterior
density and gi is the current Gibbs sampler approximation to the joint posterior. Whereas q is always available
in Bayesian problems because the joint posterior density
is always known up to a normalizing constant, gi must be
approximated by Monte Carlo integration as follows. Let
K(O', 0) denote the probability of moving from X(i) = 0'
to X(i+l) = 0 in one iteration of the Gibbs sampler, which
is the product of the full conditionals. Then if gi-I is the
joint density of the sample obtained at iteration i - 1, the
joint density of the sample obtained at iteration i is given
by
9i

J K(O',O)gii- (O') dMO').

K(Oi, 0)l

j=1

where the observations 01, 02 .... Om may be obtained either from m parallel chains at iteration i - 1 or from a
batch of size m of consecutive iterates in a single chain. As
in computing the Roberts diagnostic, exact or approximate
normalizing constants for all full conditionals are needed
in the formation of this sum.
Concerned with distributional convergence, the Gibbs
Stopper purports to deal with reducing bias, rather than
variance, in estimating the desired quantities. It is applicable only with the Gibbs sampler. The required coding is
problem-specific, and computation of weights can be timeintensive, particularly when full conditionals are not standard distributions, so that the normalizing constants must
be estimated. If the Gibbs sampler has reached equilibrium,
then the value around which the Gibbs Stopper weights stabilize provides an estimate of the normalizing constant of
the joint target distribution.
2.6 Zellner and Min
With the aim of determining not only whether the
Gibbs sampler converges in distribution but also whether
it converges to the correct distribution, Zellner and Min
(1995) proposed two "Gibbs Sampler Convergence Criteria" (GSC2) based on conditional probability. Both are applicable when the model parameters may be divided into
two (vector or scalar) parts ae and /, in terms of which
the joint posterior may be written analytically and for each
of which explicit and easily sampled posterior conditionals may be derived. Then, using marginals P(ae) and P(0)
estimated by "Rao-Blackwellization" of the Gibbs sampler
output (see Gelfand and Smith 1990) for a particular value
of the parameters a,i and /1, the "Gibbs sampler difference
convergence criterion" may be calculated as
lol) - PWOlP(ailoip) = 71

A(?l)P(l
q (X (i)

E

The components needed for the "Gibbs sampler ratio convergence criterion" may be computed using two values of
the parameters (ar1, /1) and (ar2, /32):
OA

-

(c1)P(/1 lcr)
32
P(a )P0J2)

P(/32)P(a21 /32)
P (/32)P ( ?2 /i2 )'

and
0

w(aei, 31)f(a i3, i1 y)

wF(a2,/32)f(aU2,AJ2Y)

where wris the prior and f is the likelihood. Then if the
Gibbs sampler has converged, i1 0 and 69A O9B 0. Both
Bayesian and large-sample sampling theory procedures are
used to test for equality in these expressions.
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These convergence diagnostics are intended to address
bias rather than variance in estimation. They are quantitative and require only a single sampler chain. Coding is
problem-specific, and analytical work is needed when the
factorization into two sets of parametersis not obvious. Despite the name, the diagnostics may be used with MCMC
samplers other than the Gibbs sampler; however, the class
of problems to which these diagnostics may be applied is
limited to those in which the joint posterior may be factored
as indicated.

largest eigenvalue of its transition matrix (or kernel density)
is to 1, these authors attempted to estimate this eigenvalue
directly from the sample output. Reminiscent of Raftery
and Lewis (1992), they defined z(i) = I (X(i) E E) for some
specified subset E of the state space, so that p(i) _ E(Z(O))
is the posterior probability of E at iteration i. Assuming that
the transition operator is self-adjoint and Hilbert-Schmidt
(Schervish and Carlin 1992), we may write
p(i) =p+a2A2

+(

1A31i)v

where p = limi,
p(i), a2 is some real number, and IA3
A
are
the three largest eigenvalues of the
< A2 I<
1
Like Roberts (1992, 1994), Liu et al. (1992) proposed the kernel density. Note that this strict inequality among the
use of a single statistic, or "global control variable," to as- eigenvalues (a "spectral gap") need not occur for samples
sess the convergence of the full joint posterior distribution. on uncountable state spaces; in fact, it will typically not
The method requires running m parallel chains started from occur for Metropolis-Hastings samplers, where candidates
dispersed initial values. For each pair of distinct chains i and are not accepted with probability 1 (Chan and Geyer 1994).
j, the following statistic is calculated at each iteration t:
Now suppose that we have m parallel sampling chains
(all started from the same point in the state space), burnU(i,j,t) _ 7r(XUjt) ) K(XUj,`1) X(i,t) )
in period K, and total run length N, where 1 < K < N.
7r(X(i,t) ) K(XUjxt-1) XUjx0))
For i = (K + 1), . , N, estimate p(i) as Z(i), the sample
proportion of times that X(i) E E over the m replications.
where X(U,t) represents the vector of parameters generated Then take the value 0 = &(, A2) that minimizes
at iteration t of chain j and K(X, Y) is defined as in Section
N
2.5. Liu et al. proved that
(Z-() - p-a2A' )2
S(p, a2, A2)=
i=K+l
Eo(U(iit)) = var,,(Pt(X)
+ 1
2.7 Liu, Liu, and Rubin

where the expectation on the left side is with respect to
the distribution of the initial values and the variance on the
right is with respect to the target distribution.
Liu et al. suggested two ways of using this "global control variable."One is to divide the parallel chains into m/2
independent pairs (i.e., pairs that share no common chain),
and to apply the method of Gelman and Rubin described
in Section 2.1 to the sequences of U values calculated at
each iteration for each pair. The other is to plot the sample
cumulative distribution function of the U values aggregated
across parallel chains at the same iteration.
An important problem with the method is that the variance of the "control variable" may be unacceptably large,
even infinite. One solution is to log transform the "global
control variable" and apply the method of Gelman and Rubin to that;however, the expected value of the log transform
is less interpretablethan that of the original "global control
variable."Another remedy is to use a very large number of
parallel chains, but this of course may be infeasible due to
computational time in complex models.
Liu et al.'s method is similar to the methods of Ritter and
Tanner and of Roberts in that it requires problem-specific
coding, is aimed at reducing bias rather than variance in
estimation, and is specific to the Gibbs sampler.
2.8- Garren and Smith
Like Roberts (1992), Garren and Smith (1993) attacked
the convergence diagnosis problem from a rigorous mathematical perspective. Because the convergence rate of an
MCMC algorithm is governed by how close the second-

as a nonlinear least squares estimate of 0. Garren and
Smith showed that 0 is asymptotically normal and obtained explicit expressions for its asymptotic mean and
variance. Their diagnostic procedure then involves plotting
the sample values of the three components of 0 and their
corresponding approximate 95% confidence bands for K
= 1, 2, .. ., and looking for the point at which the systematic bias in the estimates disappears. Because this may be
difficult to identify, Garren and Smith also suggested looking for the point where the estimates become unstable (and
the confidence bands widen dramatically). This value of K
is then chosen as the proper amount of sampler burn-in.
Garren and Smith's method addresses only burn-in (bias)
and not the issue of variance in estimation. It is multivariate
in a limited sense, through the set of interest E. Its dependence on the existence of a spectral gap limits its applicability to the Gibbs sampler. It involves a very large number
of parallel chains (the authors used m = 250 and 5,000 in
their examples), but because they must all share the same
starting point, this extra computational effort does not serve
to explore different regions of the state space (though the
authors stated that a multistart version of their algorithm
should be possible). Finally, the authors' own empirical results are disappointing, involving substantial methodological and computational labor to provide plots that are very
difficult to interpret (the point at which the estimates become "unstable"is open to question).

2.9 Johnson
Johnson (1994) used the notion of convergence as the
mixing of chains initialized from an overdispersed starting
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distribution, but from a nonstochastic point of view. Suppose that a Gibbs sampling chain can be created from a
stream of uniform random deviates {ui} (e.g., using the inversion method for each full conditional distribution). For
countable state spaces, Johnson showed that parallel sampling chains started from different locations but based on
the same stream of uniform deviates must all eventually
converge to a single sample path. He thus reasoned that
when several chains started from an overdispersed starting distribution all agree to some tolerance E > 0, the
sampler has indeed "forgotten" where it started and thus
must have converged. More conservatively, the process may
be repeated with several different random number streams
and/or sets of starting points, and convergence time defined
as the median or even maximum time to overlap.
Johnson's method is quantitative, and multivariate in the
sense that chain overlap can be precisely verified in arbitrarily high dimensions, but in practice convergence of univariate quantities is often monitored graphically. The method
does not directly address the bias issue, though Johnson
did assert that convergence time can also be thought of as
an upper bound on the time required to obtain approximately independent samples. Because Johnson's method is
essentially a deterministic version of Gelman and Rubin's
popular approach, it also relies on an adequately overdispersed starting distribution; indeed, Johnson recommended
the preliminary mode-finding approach of Gelman and Rubin for initializing the parallel chains. For slowly mixing
or highly multimodal samplers, the addition of one more
chain can result in a substantial increase in time to overlap. Finally, in fully conjugate sampling settings, a common
stream of uniform random numbers will typically arise from
the use of the same seed for the random number generator
in each chain, so that the user need not perform the inversion explicitly. For nonconjugate full conditionals, however, implementation may be complicated. For MetropolisHastings-type algorithms, the approach is typically inapplicable, though it could be used with an independence chain
Hastings algorithm by using the {ui} sequence in the rejection steps and a second, independent sequence {vi} to
determine the candidates.
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The approach of Schruben (1982) and Schruben et al.
(1983) to diagnosing convergence is a hypothesis test based
on Brownian bridge theory. The null hypothesis is that the
sequence of iterates is from a stationary process that is 0
mixing. In Markov chains, this is equivalent to uniform ergodicity, a condition that essentially applies only to compact
state spaces. But it appears that the approach would still
be valid for chains that are merely geometrically ergodic
(Meyn and Tweedie 1993, sec. 17.4.2), a condition satisfied
by many convergent Gibbs and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms on general state spaces. If Y(i) is the jth iterate in
the output sequence, S(O) is the spectral density of the sequence evaluated at zero, [*]is the greatest integer less than
or equal to ., n is the total number of iterations, and

To = 0,
k

k> 1

Tk=ZY(j),
j=1
y

En y(i)
n2

11-

and
Bn(t)=-T[t]

[t]Y<t<

then under the null hypothesis, for large n, Bn= {Bn(t),
0 < t < 1} is distributed approximately as a Brownian
bridge. Thus the Cramer-von Mises statistic,
XBn(t)2 dt,

may be used to test the hypothesis. Because S(0) is unknown, it must be estimated from the data and the estimate
used in computing Bn (t).
Heidelberger and Welch incorporatedthis test for stationarity into the following process for detecting and eliminating an initial transient, generating confidence intervals, and
controlling run length. The user of the method must specify two parameters: j,ax, the maximum number of iterations that can be run, and E, the desired relative half-width
for confidence intervals. An initial number of iterations,
2.10 Heidelberger and Welch and Schruben,
= ljmax, is run. Because a spectral density estimate of
il
Singh, and Tierney
S(0) based on a sequence that contained an initial transient
Combining the method of Schruben (1982) and Schruben, would tend to be too large, thus reducing the size of the
Singh, and Tierney (1983) for detecting nonstationarity in test statistic and consequently decreasing the power of the
simulation output with a spectral analysis approach to esti- test, an estimate of S(0) based on the second half of this
mating the variance of the sample mean, Heidelberger and run is used to perform Schruben's stationarity test on the
Welch (1983) devised a comprehensive procedure for gen- entire run. If the null hypothesis is rejected, then the first
erating a confidence interval of prespecified width for the 10% of the iterations are discarded and the stationarity test
mean when there is an "initial transient"-that is, when is repeated. If the null hypothesis is rejected again, then the
the simulation does not start off in its stationary distribu- test is repeated after an additional 10% of the iterations are
tion. Their procedure is to be applied to a single chain. discarded from the beginning of the run. The process conAlthough their approach antedates the Gibbs sampler and tinues until either a portion of the output of length greater
was designed for use in discrete-event simulation work in than or equal to .5ji is found for which the stationarity test
the operations research field, it is applicable to the output is passed or 50% of the iterations have been discarded and
of the Gibbs sampler and other MCMC algorithms.
the test still rejects. In the former case, the spectral density
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Table 1. Summary of Convergence Diagnostics

Method

Quantitative
graphical

Single or
multiple
chains

Gelman and Rubin (1992)

Quantitative

Multiple

Large-sample normal theory

Theoretical basis

Univariate/
fulljoint
distribution

Bias!
variance

Applicability

Ease
of
use

Univariate

Bias

Any MCMC

a

Raftery and Lewis (1992)

Quantitative

Single

2-state Markov chain theory

Univariate

Both

Any MCMC

a

Geweke (1992)

Quantitative

Single

Spectral analysis

Univariate

Both

Any MCMC

a

Roberts (1992, 1994)

Graphical

Multiple

Probability theory

Joint

Bias

Some

c

Ritter and Tanner (1992)

Graphical

Either

Importance weighting

Joint

Bias

Gibbs only

c

Zellner and Min (1995)

Quantitative

Single

Conditional probability

Joint

Bias

Some

d

Liu, Liu, and Rubin (1992)

Both

Multiple

Probability theory

Joint

Bias

Gibbs only

c

Garren and Smith (1993)

Qualitative

Multiple

Eigenvalue analysis

Univariate

Bias

Gibbs only

b

Johnson (1994)

Quantitative

Multiple

Fixed-point theorems

Joint

Bias

Some

Heidelberger and Welch
(1983)

Quantitative

Single

Brownian bridge, spectral
analysis

Univariate

Both

Any MCMC

a

Mykland, Tierney, and
Yu (1995)

Graphical

Single

Markov chain regeneration

Joint

Bias

Some

d

Yu (1994)

Graphical

Single

L1 distance, kernel density
estimation

Joint

Bias

Some

d

Yu and Mykland (1994)

Graphical

Single

Cusum path plots

Univariate

Both

Any MCMC

b

a or c

NOTE: When all full conditionals are conjugate, Johnson's method requires no additional coding beyond that required for implementing the regular Gibbs sampler. Otherwise, Johnson's method
may require special, problem-specific coding to use the inversion algorithm to generate from the nonconjugate full conditionals.

S(O) is reestimated from the entire portion of the output for
which the stationarity test was passed, and the standarder-

dure without transient removal" (1983, p. 1143). But they
found that the stationarity test had little power to detect an
initial transient when the run length was shorter than the
extent of the initial transient.

ror of the mean is estimated as S(O)/mp, where np is the
length of the retained output. If the half-width of the confidence interval generated accordingly is less than E times the
2.11 Mykland, Tierney, and Yu
sample mean of the retained iterates, then the process stops
The mathematically rigorous method of Mykland et al.
and sample mean and confidence interval are reported.
If either the stationarity test was failed or the confidence (1995) is based on regenerative simulation. A stochastic
interval was too wide, then the iterates that were removed process, such as a Markov chain sampler, is called "regenfrom the beginning of the sequence during the stationarity erative" if there exist times To < T, < ... such that at
tests are restored and more iterations are run to obtain a to- each Ti, the future of the process is independent of the past
betal run length of j2 = 1.5jj. The stationaritytest/confidence and identically distributed. "Tours"-sets of iterations
times-are independent and identically
tween
regeneration
interval generation procedure is then applied to the new
distributed. Assuming that a single chain has been run for a
longer sequence in the same manner as earlier, without refixed number of tours n, Mykland et al. proposed plotting
gard for the results of the stationarity test on the initial
on the y axis versus i/n on the x axis. If the chain
Ti/Tn
sequence. If a stationary portion still is not found, or if a
has reached equilibrium, then this plot, which they called a
sufficiently narrow confidence interval still is not obtained,
"scaled regeneration quantile" (SRQ) plot, should approxithen the process may be repeated with longer and longer mate a straight line through the origin with slope equal to
run lengths ik, where each jk+l = min(l.5jk, jmax), until 1. If there are large deviations from a straight line (i.e., if
either an acceptable confidence interval is generated or the some tours are much longer than others), then either the
runlengthreachesjmax. If the runlengthreachesjmax, then sampler simply must be run longer or the examination of
the stationarity test is performed. If it is failed, then no con- the states traversed during long tours might suggest ways
fidence interval can be formed for the mean. If the test is to improve its performance.
passed, then a confidence interval is generated, which may
To implement this diagnostic, analytical work and
or may not meet the accuracy criterion E.
problem-specific coding are required either to generate
Heidelberger and Welch tested their procedure on a vari- a Markov chain with recognizable regeneration times or,
ety of discrete-event simulations with different strengths more likely, to identify regeneration times in the output of
and lengths of initial transients and concluded that "the a sampler that already has been run. Let {Xn: n = 0,1, . . .
procedure with transient removal produced point estimates be the output of an irreducible, Harris-recurrentMarkov
with less bias and narrower confidence intervals with more chain on a state space E with transition kernel P and inproper coverage from shorter simulations than the proce- variantdistributionp. Then a function s(x) and a probability
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Figure 1. Plots for TrivariateNormals, High Correlations. (a) G & R = 1.23, 1.53; (b) G = -5.17, H&W= ---,
lag 1 autocorrelation .96; (e) G =
G = -4, H&W = 300, lag 1 autocorrelation .92; (d) G = -1.5, H&W= ---,
autocorrelation .95; (f) G = 3.73, H&W = ---, lag 1 autocorrelation .95.

lag 1 autocorrelation .95; (c)
lag 1
-11.67, H&W= ---,

ple parallelchainsis not the only solution.She proposedas
an alternativeusingthe informationcontainedin the unnormalizedtargetdensityin combinationwith the outputof a
aIr(s) J s(x)rr (dx) > 0 and P(x, A) > s(x)v(A)
single chain;indeed,in manyproblemsfor which MCMC
for all pointsx in E andall sets A in E. Together,s(x) andvi methodsareused,particularlyfor computingBayesianposconstitutean "atom"of the kernelP. Thena corresponding teriordensities,the targetdensity is known up to the norsequence of Bernoulli variables {S,} must be generated malizing constant.Yu's method assumes geometricergodicity of the Markovchain.
from the conditionaldistribution

measurev(dy) must be found satisfying

If {Xn, n = 0, 1, 2,. ..} is a Markov chain sampler with

d-dimensionaltargetdensity 7r(x)= Og(x),with g known
P (X, dy)
and 0 the inverseof the unknownnormalizationconstant,
The iterationsk suchthatSk = 1 areregenerationtimes for then Yu proposedthe followingprocedureto constructtwo
the chain.Althoughthis methodis theoreticallyapplicable plots for monitoringconvergence:
to any MCMCalgorithm,it will not alwaysbe possible to
Step 1. Choose a one-dimensionalboundedsymmetric
find an atom or to performthe neededvariategenerations. kernel K(.) such that
fRd K(IxI) dx = 1, and define h(*)
Myklandet al. providedexamplesof how to find an atom to be the d-dimensionalkernelwith bandwidthar> 0 such
for certainspecialcases of Metropolis-Hastingsand Gibbs that
chains. Their method addressesbias ratherthan variance
and assesses convergenceof the joint targetdistribution.
P(Sn = 1 {Xn =

Xi Xn+l-)

) =

s(x)v(dy)

4d K(r),

2.12 Yu
Yu's(1994)diagnosticapproachseeksto monitorthe con- where . I is the Euclideannorm in Rd. Then the kernel
with bandwidthbn is
vergenceof the full joint distributionby constructingtwo estimatorof 7r(Q)
plotsbasedon the outputof a singlechainfromanyMCMC
1 n
I
algorithm.She statedthat althoughin generaldiagnostics
rn (x) =!-Ehb.(X-Xi),
basedon a single chainmay be misleading,runningmultii=l
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Table 2. Raftery and Lewis's Method Applied to TrivariateNormal With High Correlations
q=.50

q=.25

q=.025
Chain

k

nburn

nprec

k

nburn

nprec

k

nburn

nprec

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
1
1
2

26
19
41
19
34

1,983
1,662
4,346
2,173
3,726

2
2
2
3
1

34
36
56
39
26

29,442
32,758
48,128
35,811
22,674

2
2
1
3
2

36
36
35
72
38

44,252
44,252
41,142
88,671
48,096

andbased on this kernelestimatorwith fixed bandwidtha, discrepanciesbetween n(x) and eitherOg(x)or the Gibbs
an efficientestimatorof the inverse of the normalization alternativeare most likely. Yu suggestedthat Gelmanand
Rubin'smethodfor choosingan overdispersedstartingdisconstantis
tributionmight be helpfulin choosingA.
h, (Xi-Xj)
1
Step 4. Based on computingresources,choose an increff n(n- 1) E
mentnstep definingthe intervalsat whichconvergencewill
g(Xj)
be monitored.
Yu provedthat Og(x) convergesmore quicklyto 7r(x)than
does the kernel estimator n(x). With the Gibbs sampler
specifically,an alternativeestimatorof 7r(x)thatconverges
more quickly than the kernel estimatoris the productof
a mixture estimatorfor a marginaldensity (Gelfandand
Smith 1990)timesthe knownformof a conditionaldensity.
Step 2. GenerateXo from a well-dispersedstartingdistribution,and run a single chainXn for n = 1, 2, . ..
Step 3. Choose a compact subset A of the supportof
the targetdistribution,whichcontainsthose pointsx where

Step 5. At intervals n = nstep, 2nstep, 3nstep, . . ., select

the optimalbandwidthbn for the kerneldensity estimator
usinga data-drivenmethodproposedby Yu,compute0, and
use numericalintegrationto evaluatethe following estimator of the L1 distanceover A between the kernel density
estimatorand 7r:

In(A)

f*n
(x) -

g (x)

dx.
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Figure 2. Histograms of Gibbs Stopper Statistics, MultivariateNormal, High Correlations.
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Figure 3. Roberts (1992, 1994) Convergence Diagnostics for TrivariateNormal, High Correlations. (a) Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostic,
chains started 2 standard deviations below mean; (b) Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostic, chains started at mean; (c) Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostic, chains started 2 standard deviations above mean; (d) Smoothed log Roberts (1994) convergence diagnostic: solid line, log Dn;

dottedline, log In.

In addition, compute e>(A)
dx. Then
fA(0g(x))1/2

2

=

2/7[fRd

K2(ltl) dt]1/2

a marginalanda conditionaldensitywouldbe used instead
of Og(x)in the foregoingexpressions.
Step 6. At n = nstep, 2nstep, 3nstep ..., construct two

convergencemonitoringplots: the L1 errorplot of I'n(A)
versusn, and the efficiencyplot of effn (A) versusn. Values of In(A) greaterthan .3 show that the chain has not
produceda satisfactorysample from 7r(x).Failureof the
efficiencyplot to stabilizearounda value less than 2 suggests slow mixing.

I(A)

eff (A)

=2e-

(A)

is an estimatorof the ratio of the expected L1 error of
the kernel density estimatorbased on the Markov chain
Yu warnedthat both plots can falsely indicate converoutputto that of the same kernelestimatorbased on an iid
sample.Withthe Gibbssampler,the appropriate
productof gence if both the samplepath and the chosen set A omit
Table 3.

Parameter
values
Chain
1
2
3
4
5

Gibbs Sampler Difference Convergence CriterionApplied to TrivariateNormal
with High Correlations. All Table Entries x 104

(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
-6.67
2.83
10.04
-6.33
-2.66

(+8.46)
(+8.88)*

(+7.19)
(+8.77)
(+6.57)

(-1.0, -1.0,
.36
-.25
-.75
-.32
-2.00

1.0)

(+.37)
(+ 39)
(+.36)
(+.42)
(+.04)

(0.0, -5.0,
1.21
5.33
.60
-4.28
14.70

10, 0)

(+5.05)*
(+5.91)
(+5.29)
(+6.24)*
(+9.29)

(-1.0, 0.0, 10.0)
-.060
-.23
.002
-.044
.059

* The 95% credible set includes zero.
NOTE: Standard errors in parentheses.
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the same importantmode of 7r(x).If the dimensiond is
large, then computingresourcesmay precludeintegrating
over a compactset A, and it may be necessaryinsteadto
choose as many points xj as feasible at which to evaluate

(*n(Xj)

-

fOg(xj)).

To date, this method has not been

illustratedfor dimensionslargerthantwo.

quential plot of the values of the summary statistic from
iteration to iteration, first must be used to determine the
number of burn-in iterations no to discard. Cusum path
plots are then constructed as follows for iteration no + 1
to iteration n, the last iteration generated.
If the chosen summary statistic is designated T(X), then
the estimate of its mean based on the retained iterates is

2.13 Yu and Mykiand

1

a = n -no

n

E

T(X(A)),

Yu and Mykland(1994) proposeda graphicalprocedure
-=no+l
basedon cusumpathplots appliedto a univariatesummary
statistic (such as a single parameter)from a single chain and the observed cusum or partial sum is
from any MCMCsampler.Anothermethod,such as a set
0
cq

St=

1

[T(X(j))-a

t = no + 1...,n.

j=no+l

co

I

.0
clJ

0

100

300

200

400

500

Iteration

Figure 5. Johnson Plots for TrivariateNormals, High Correlations.

The cusum path plot is obtained by plotting {St} against
n, and connecting the successive points.
t, t = no +.....
Such a plot will always begin and end at zero.
Yu and Mykland showed that the slower-mixing ("stickier") the MCMC process, the smoother the cusum plot will
be and the farther it will wander from zero; conversely, a
"hairy"cusum path plot indicates a fast-mixing chain. They
suggested comparing the cusum plot from an MCMC sampler to a "benchmark"cusum path plot obtained from iid
variates generated from a normal distribution with its mean
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Figure 6. Cusum Path Plots for TrivariateNormals, High Correlations. (a) X2, chain 1; (b) X2, chain 2; (c) X2, chain 3; (d) X2, chain 4; (e)
chain 5.

and variancematchedto the samplemean and varianceof
the MCMCiterates.
Yu and Myklandposited that the cusum plot may obviate the need in convergencediagnosisfor additionalinformationbeyond that containedin the outputof a single
chain.But they statedthat,like otherconvergencediagnostics, theirmethodmayfail whensomeregionsof the sample
space are much slower-mixingthanothers.

X2,

Clearly, Yu and Mykland's approach is not a stand-alone
diagnostic, because another method is required for determining burn-in. It may be useful in identifying samplers
that are so slow-mixing that an alternative algorithm or
parameterization should be sought if the entire parameter
space is to be traversed in a reasonable number of iterations. Because it assess dependence between iterations, it
indirectly addresses variance as well as bias in estimation.

Table 4. Means and Standard Errors Estimated from Gibbs Samples: TrivariateNormals, High Correlations, Iterations 501-1,000
Pooled sample of five chains, n = 2,500
Batch means method
25 batches, size 100

10 batches, size 250

Mean

Naive
standard error

Standard
error

Lag 1
autocorrelation

Standard
error

Lag 1
autocorrelation

-.925

.092

.546

.493

.533

.100

Individual chains, n = 500
25 batches, size 20

10 batches, size 50

Chain

Mean

Naive
standard error

Standard
error

Lag 1
autocorrelation

Standard
error

Lag 1
autocorrelation

Time series
NSE

1
2
3
4
5

1.744
-.891
-.818
-1.603
-3.056

.238
.156
.231
.163
.166

.968
.507
.927
.547
.539

.511
.045
.550
.221
.301

1.113
.491
1.281
.557
.677

.159
-.007
-.028
-.229
.227

.579
.339
.574
.389
.402
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Figure 7. Plots for Bimodal Mixture of TrivariateNormals. (a) G&R = 6.09, 10.4 7; (b) G =-24,
H&W= - --, lag 1 autocorrelation .94; (c) G
=-2.92, H&W= - --, lag 1 autocorrelation .93; (d) G=-3.9,
H&W= - --, lag 1 correlation .97; (e) G = 2, H&W= 600, lag 1 autocorrelation
.92; (f) G = 9.2 1, H&W= - --, lag 1 autocorrelation .9.

The straightforwardcomputercode requiredto produce
cusumpathplots could be writtenonce and appliedto any
problem.
Table1 summarizesthe followingfeaturesof the convergence diagnostics:
* Quantitative/Graphical:
Is the measureof convergence
quantitativeor graphical?
* Single or MultipleChains:Does the methodrequirea
single MCMCchain or multipleparallelchains?
* TheoreticalBasis:Whatis the theoreticalbasis for the
method?
* Univariate/FullJoint Distribution:Does the method
applyto univariatequantitiesor to the full joint posterior distribution?
* Bias/Variance:Is the methodintendedto addressbias
(i.e., the distanceof the estimatesof quantitiesof interest obtainedat a particulariterationfrom the true values underthe targetdistribution)or variance(i.e., the
qualityof those estimates)?We cautionthata method's
intentandits actualresultmay differ;see Sections 3.2
and 4.2 for illustrations.
* Applicability:Canthe methodbe appliedto the output
of any MCMC algorithm,or is it applicableonly to
the Gibbssampler?An entryof "some"in this column
indicatesthat althoughthe methodis applicableto at

least some MCMCalgorithmsin additionto the Gibbs
sampler,therearerestrictionsas to type of eithertarget
distributionor generatingalgorithmwith whichit may
be used.
- Ease of Use: How easy to use the method is, on the
following scale:
a. Genericcomputercode is availableto implementit.
b. Genericcode may be writtenonce and appliedto the
MCMCoutputfor any problem.
c. Problem-specificcode mustbe written.
d. Analyticalwork, as well as problem-specificcode, is
needed.
3.

NUMERICALILLUSTRATION:
TRIVARIATE
NORMALWITH HIGHCORRELATIONS

3.1 Simulation Details

We first tested 10 of the 13 convergencediagnosticson
a trivariatenormalwith high correlationsof .90, .90, and
.98; specifically,
l0

N

0(

1

<0

~1.0 4.5

9.0
4.5 25.0 49.0
9.0 49.0 100.0

To test whetherthe variousmethodscould detect convergence failure or ambiguity,we ran the samplersfor rela-
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Figure 8. Plots for Bimodal Mixture of TrivariateNormals, Alternate Starting Values. (a) G&R =1. 08, 1.23; (b) G =-.42,
H&W=-,
lag 1
autocorrelation .87; (c) G = 1.37, H&W= 1,000; lag 1 autocorrelation .92; (d) G =-77,
H&W= - --, lag 1 autocorrelation .9 1; (e) G =-19,
H&W = 600, lag 1 autocorrelation.9.

tively few iterations. Because their implementation is too
complex for general use in applied work, the methods of
Garren and Smith (1993), Mykland et al. (1995), and Yu
(1994) were not tested.
For the parameter X2, Figure 1 shows the traces of five
parallel chains run for 500 iterations and the associated Gelman and Rubin shrink factors, Geweke convergence diagnostics, and results of Heidelberger and Welch's method.
Results for the other two parameters were similar. The high
correlations among the parameters cause the traces of different parameters in the same chain to be virtually identical in shape, though different in scale. Gelman and Rubin's
shrink factor suggests that the chains have not completely
mixed and that running additional iterations would appreciably improve the sharpness of estimation. Despite the fact
that the visual impression given by the trace is that stabilization has not occurred, Geweke's diagnostic for the third

chain suggests satisfactory convergence; however, for the
other chains, the values of the Geweke diagnostic for all
three parameters are well outside the range of .95 probability for standard normal variates. As a check, we extended
the same 5 chains to a total of 1,000 iterations. Here Gelman and Rubin's shrink factors suggest improved convergence. Geweke's diagnostic applied to iterations 501-1,000
suggests satisfactory convergence of all parameters in all
chains except chain 1.
We performed Heidelberger and Welch's process on each
individual chain, using the 500 iterates already run as both
the initial stopping point ji and the maximum run length
We used the time series functions in S-Plus to comjmax
pute S(O) and numerical integration to compute the value
of the Cramer-von Mises statistic; we considered the stationarity test to have been passed if the result was less than
.46, the .95 quantile for the Cramer-von Mises statistic.

Table 5. Raftery and Lewis's Method Applied to Bimodal Mixture
q= .025

q= .25

q= .50

Chain

k

nburn

nprec

k

nburn

nprec

k

nburn

nprec

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
1
1
1

15
30
18
21
30

1,788
3,218
2,012
2,299
3,218

3
1
1
4
1

45
35
59
64
47

42,111
28,833
47,828
58,896
37,657

1
1
2
3
4

37
34
54
57
64

42,762
39,744
63,652
71,833
80,180
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Figure 9. Histograms of Log Gibbs Stopper Statistics, Bimodal Mixture.

The numberlabeled "H&W="associatedwith graphfor
In calculatingGibbsStopperweights,Cui et al. (1992)adeach individualchainin Figure 1 is the numberof iterates vocatedusing small batchsizes (perhaps50-100) for early
thatremainedwhenthe stationaritytest was passed."H&W iterationsin a chain and moving to progressivelylarger
= -"
indicates that a stationary portion of length at least batchsizes for lateriterations.The firstcolumnof Figure2
half the total runlengthwas not found.For eachparameter showshistogramsas well as meansandstandarddeviations
in chain2, HeidelbergerandWelch'sproceduredetermined of the GibbsStopperstatisticfor batchesof size 100 for the
that after discardingthe initial 200 iterations,the remain- first 500 iterationsof the firstchain.Althoughthe weights
ing 300 iteratesformeda stationarysequence.The graphs are clusteredaround1.0 in all histograms,the dispersionis
of the individualchainsin Figure 1 are also annotatedwith much greaterthanthat observedfor uncorrelatedsamples,
the lag 1 autocorrelationswithin the respectivechains, all andthe trendtowardtighterclusteringin laterbatchesis not
monotonic.The secondcolumnof the figureshows similar
of which are quite large.
plots
for batchesof size 500 covering 1,000 iterationsof
Table 2 presents the results of runningan S-Plus imthe samechain.The meansof these largerbatchesaremuch
plementationof Rafteryand Lewis's methodon these five
closer to the true normalizationconstant,1.0. Clearly,the
chains for the parameterX2 (Best et al. 1995). The three
choice of batchsize affectsthe interpretation
of diagnostic.
sets of columnscorrespondto valuesof q equalto .025, .25,
Roberts's(1992)methodwas appliedto the trivariatenorand .50. In all cases, r = .01, s = .90, and 6 = .001. The
mal problemwith high correlationsby running1,000 iterfact thatk is usuallylargerthan 1 andthat"nprec"is much ationsof the reversiblesamplerfor 10 replicationsof each
largerthanthe minimumsamplesize thatwouldbe required of 3 startingpoints.The valuesof the resultingstatisticsare
if the observationswere independent,suggests high auto- shownin Figure3, a-c. For the chainsstartedtwo standard
correlationswithinthe chains.Indeed,when thereare high deviationsawayfrom the mean,the visual impressionis of
correlationsamongparameters,the fact thatthe Gibbssam- rapidconvergencein roughly50 iterations,but from there
pler algorithmis based on full conditionalsresultsin high on therearefrequentexcursionsawayfromthe valueof 1.0.
autocorrelationswithin chains, as had been noted in Fig- For the chainsstartedat the mean,the statisticstartsmuch
ure 1. Thereis no apparentrelationshipbetweenthe values nearerto 1.0 thanin the otherchains(2.2 versus15-20), but
of Geweke'sconvergencediagnostic,which indicatesgood the values do not move closer to 1.0 with successiveiteraconvergenceof chain 3, and Rafteryand Lewis's results.
tions.Figure3d showsRoberts'snew (1994)diagnosticcal-
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culatedfrom 11 chainsstartedfromdispersedinitialvalues providea good compromise,but more likely are too small.
arrangedsymmetricallyaroundthe mean.The plottedlines Many of the estimatedmeans are not within two standard
are "lowess"smooths(Cleveland1979) of log-transformed errorsof the truth,even using the most conservativeestiIn and Dn values. The fact that both sequencesappearto matesof standarderror.
stabilize and become equal after about 50 iterationssuggests very rapidconvergence.
Table 3 shows Zellnerand Min's (1995) Gibbs sampler 3.2 Comparative Remarks
differenceconvergencecriterioncalculatedfor each chain
RafteryandLewis's (1992) methodindicatesthat 1,000at four sets of parametervalues.All tableentrieshavebeen 4,000 iterationsare needed for the variouschains and pamultipliedby 104. The values in the last column are very rametersto estimatethe .025 quantileto the specifiedacsmallbecausethe last combinationof parametervalueshas curacy.Estimatesof this quantilebased on iterations501very low probabilitygiven the meanstructureandhigh cor- 1,000 fell into the correct interval9 out of the possible
relationsin this example;thusp(ac13)andp(/3ca) arealmost 15 times. In this example,Geweke'sdiagnosticappearsto
zero. Thus judiciouschoices for the values of aeand 3 at be prematurein diagnosingconvergencein four of the five
which to evaluatethis convergencediagnostic,as well as chains (not shown for 1,000 iterations).That Gelmanand
the use of credible sets ratherthan some predetermined Rubin's(1992) shrinkfactorsare as near 1 as they are may
criterionfor "small,"clearly are essential. It is not clear be consistentwith the fact that, for the pooled sample,all
what conclusionsshouldbe drawnregardingconvergence meansare withintwo batchmeansmethodstandarderrors
of chains 1 and 3-5, for each of which some of the pa- of the truth;however,if the startingpointshadnotbeenchorametervaluesproduced95%crediblesets containingzero sen withpriorknowledgeof the truejointposterior,thenthe
andothersdid not. Perhapsa largerposteriorsamplewould pooledsamplemightwell havedoneno betterthanthe indiclarify matters,becausethis would increasethe criterion's vidualchains.The resultsof some of the otherdiagnostics
power to detect differencesfrom zero, but the propersize are difficultto interpret.Valuesof Roberts's(1992) diagfor such a sampleis not clear.
nostic andthe GibbsStopperare extremelyvariableanddo
Results of applying Liu et al.'s (1992) method to the not showa monotonictrend,whereasRoberts's(1994)diagtrivariatenormal with high correlationsare presentedin nostic indicatesvery rapidconvergence.Zellnerand Min's
Figure 4. The traces of the values from four independent (1995) diagnosticgives differentresults dependingon the
chains do not indicate "mixing"or "settlingdown,"and point at whichit is evaluated.Liu et al.'s (1992) diagnostic,
Gelman and Rubin's diagnosticappliedto them suggests afterlog transformation,
does appearto give clearevidence
a need for additionaliterations.The plots of the empiri- of convergencefailure,whereasJohnson's(1994) method
cal cdf, here taken every 100th iteration,likewise do not providesequally clear evidence of convergenceat 150 itindicateconvergencetowarda consistentpattern.
erations.Yu andMykland's(1994) cusumpathplots reveal
Figure 5 shows tracesof five chainsrun from dispersed "stickiness"of the chains.
startingvaluesbut using the samerandomnumberseed for
The disagreementsamong the variousmethodsmay be
every chain as requiredfor Johnson's(1994) method.The explained in part by differentconnotationsof the word
five chains convergeto a single sample path within 150 "convergence."
Once a single draw from the targetdistriiterations.
butionhas been obtained,the samplerhas "converged"in
Yu and Mykland's(1994) diagnosticfor X2 in all five the sense that all subsequentiteratesare also drawnfrom
chainsis shownin Figure6. The solid lines are the cusum the targetdistribution.In the trivariatenormalexample,this
path plots for the Gibbs iterates,and the dotted lines are probablyoccurs after fairly few iterations,as indicatedby
the benchmarkplots. The smoothnessand largeexcursions the methodsof Robertsand Johnson.On the other hand,
away from zero in the Gibbs samplerplots are indicative particularlyin the presenceof high correlationsamongthe
of slow mixing.
parametersas in this example,manymoreiterationsmaybe
Table4 shows the means and standarderrorsestimated requiredto obtain"convergence"
(or "mixing")in the sense
from Gibbs sampleroutput for X2 from iterations501- thatthe Markovchainhas traversedthe entiredistribution,
1,000.The distancesof the estimatesof meansfor the three so that the resultingsamples yield good estimatesof the
parametersfrom their true values of zero make clear that quantitiesof interest.
these iterateshave not convergedto a samplefrom the true
We comparedrun times of the variousdiagnostics.To
targetdistributionand that thereis substantialbias in esti- comparethe ordinaryGibbs samplerwith the reversible
mationbased on them. Due to the autocorrelationswithin samplerneeded for Roberts' method, we timed the runchains,the standarderrorsproducedby the three methods ning of the nine parallelchains of the ordinaryalgorithm
are quite different.The naive standarderrorsapproximate that were used for Liu et al.'s methodand the runningof
the targetstandarddeviationsoverthe squareroot of n, and three replicatesfrom each of three startingpoints for the
aretoo small.We were unableto finda batchsize thatcon- reversiblesampler.All simulationswere coded in the C
sistently kept autocorrelationswithin batches lower than language and run n a Sun SPARC station 10. The run
.05, althoughusing 10 batches came close. But the stan- times were .68 second for 1,000 iterationsof the ordinary
darderrorestimatesbased on only 10 batchesare likely to Gibbssamplerand5.509 secondsfor 2,000 iterationsof the
be inaccurate.The time series numericstandarderrorsmay reversiblesampler(neededto assess convergenceat 1,000
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Figure 10. Roberts (1992, 1994) Convergence Diagnostics forBimodal Mixture.(a) Log Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostic, all chains started
at upper mode; (b) log Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostic, all chains started halfway between modes; (c) log Roberts (1992) convergence
diagnostic, all chains started 6 standard deviations below lower mode; (d) smoothed Roberts (1994) convergence diagnostic, chains started
symmetrically around both nodes: solid line, log Dn; dotted line, log In; (e) smoothed Roberts (1994) convergence diagnostic, chains started
symmetrically around single mode: solid line, log Dn; dotted line, log In.

iterations),which includedcomputationof the Robertsdiagnostic for each iteration.A C programto read in the
Gibbs samplesfrom files and to computethe Gibbs Stopper weights based on all 9000 ordinaryGibbs sampleriteratestook 64.55 seconds.Similarprogramsto applyZellner andMin's and Liu et al.'s methodstook 4 secondsand
12 seconds. S-Plus programstook 30 seconds to read-in
the files of Gibbs iterates, compute Gelman and Rubin's
and Geweke'sdiagnostics,applyHeidelbergerandWelch's
method, and display the graphs and diagnostics.Raftery
andLewis'sprogramtook less than 1 secondto performits
computationson each given chain;however,a more convenientuser interfacewouldmakeit moreefficientto use for
multipleparametersin the same problem.The S-Plus programfor RafteryandLewis's diagnostictook 1 minutefor
calculationsfor 3 quantilesof each of 3 parametersbased
on 500 iterationsand 5 chains. Finally, S-Plus code produced 5 cusum path plots based on 1,000 iterationsin 23
seconds.

4.

BIMODALMIXTURE
NUMERICALILLUSTRATION:
OF TRIVARIATENORMALS

4.1 Simulation Details
We next tested nine convergence diagnostics on a bimodal target density consisting of a mixture of two trivariate normals with equal probability. They shared a common
covariance matrix producing high correlations,

1.0 1.3 1.5
1.3 2.0 2.0
1.5 2.0 4.0

J

and their mean vectors-(0.0, 0.0,0.0) and (-6.0, -8.49,
sufficiently separated so that the marginal
-12.0)-were
densities, as well as the joint, were bimodal but not so
far separated that the state space would be effectively disconnected. We used this example to illustrate nonconjugate full conditionals as well as bimodality. A random-walk
Metropolis algorithm (Tierney 1994) was used to generate
from each unnormalized full conditional.
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Table 6.

Parameter
values chain
1
2
3
4
5

Gibbs Sampler Difference Convergence CriterionApplied
to Bimodal Mixture of TrivariateNormals

(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
12.20
5.49
0
0

(+3.03)
(+3.11)
(+0)
(+0)

0 (+0)

(-6.0, -8.5, -12.0)
0
0
355.5
328.5
415.9

(-3.0, -4.2, -6.0)
0
0
.12
1.11
.003

(+0)
(+O)
(+16.6)
(?14.2)
(?15.9)

(?0)
(?O)
(+.16)
(+.88)
(+.0009)

(-1.0, -1.4, -2.0)
-4.32
-2.85
0
0
0

(+1.74)
(+1.54)
(+0)
(+0)
(+0)

NOTE: All table entries have been multiplied by 103. An asterisk indicates that the 95% credible set includes zero; a double asterisk
indicates that the estimated variance of the test statistic was zero to eight significant digits, so a credible set could not be calculated.

Nine parallelchainswere runwith startingvalueschosen
at equal intervalsfrom above the uppermode to below the
lower mode. Plots for every other one of those chains for
X2 areshownin Figure7. Obviouslynoneof the chainstraversesthe entirestate space;each remainsin the vicinityof
one of the modes.GelmanandRubin'sdiagnosticclearlyindicatesconvergencefailure,butGeweke'sandHeidelberger
andWelch'sdiagnosticssuggest-satisfactoryconvergencein
one case each. Figure 8 shows similarplots for a different
subset of the nine chains, this time the ones startedwith
the four highestinitialvalues.All four of these chains"got
stuck"at the samemode.GelmanandRubin'smethodfails
to detect the problem,Heidelbergerand Welch'sdiagnos-

tics implygood convergencein half the cases,andGeweke's
diagnosticsimply good convergencein all cases.
Raftery and Lewis's method,for which the results are
givenin Table5, does not appearto findconvergencein this
bimodalexampleappreciablyworse thanthatin the highly
correlatedtrivariatenormalproblemreportedin Table 2.
Valuesfor k and"nburn"are very similarin the two tables,
althoughvalues for "nprec"are generallysomewhatlarger
in the bimodalexample.
The firstcolumnof Figure9 showshistogramsandmeans
and standarddeviationsof log-transformedGibbs Stopper
weightsfor the first500 iterationsof the secondchainfrom
log transformaFigure7. Even with the variance-reducing
by RitterandTannerwhen the untranstion (recommended
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Figure 11. Johnson Plots for Bimodal Mixture. (a) X2, starting values symmetric around both modes; (b) X2, starting values symmetric around
lower mode.
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formed weights are extremely variable, as in this case),
there is no apparent closer clustering around any particular
value in successive batches, which might be interpreted as
correctly diagnosing convergence failure. But, as shown in
the second column of this figure, the mean and standard
deviation are very similar in two batches of size 500 from
the same chain, which might appear to imply convergence.
Gibbs Stopper results are difficult to interpret, particularly
because they depend on choices of batch sizes and whether
or not to log-transform the weights.
Log-transformed Roberts (1992) convergence diagnostics
for three sets of three reversible chains are shown in Figure
10, a-c. Because this diagnostic is intended to assess convergence of the full joint distribution, it is disappointing
that it too can fail when the chains are started at one of the
modes. In Figure lOd, lowess smooths of Roberts's (1994)
log-transformed diagnostic are shown as calculated from
11 chains with initial values chosen symmetrically around
both modes. Here convergence failure is indicated by the
fact that the values of log Dn fail to stabilize and remain
generally larger than those of log 1,. In contrast, Figure iOe
shows lowess smooths of Roberts' (1994) diagnostic with
log transformation as calculated from 11 chains with initial values chosen around the upper mode, so that all chains
remain in the vicinity of the same mode. When the initial
values are insufficiently dispersed in this manner, even this
method fails to detect the failure to sample from the full
target distribution.
Table 6 shows Zellner and Min's Gibbs sampler difference convergence criterion calculated for iterations 5011,000 of each chain at four sets of parameter values. When
evaluated at points at or near a mode, the diagnostic clearly
identifies convergence failure in a chain that has gotten
stuck at that mode. But marginal probabilities estimated
from a chain stuck at the other mode are so small that all
estimates of the convergence diagnostic are identically zero.
Results are less predictable at points that are of low probability under either distribution in the bimodal mixture.
Cusum path plots for the bimodal example were very
similar in appearance to those shown in Figure 6 for the
unimodal example, again illustrating slow mixing of the
sampler.
Because Johnson's method cannot be applied when
random-walk Metropolis steps are used within a Gibbs sampler, we ran a new set of chains using independence-chain
Metropolis steps to generate from each nonconjugate full
conditional; we used the same sequences of candidate values and uniforms used in the acceptance/rejectance step for
all chains. Figure 1la shows the results for five chains with
initial values chosen symmetrically around both modes. As
in the Gelman and Rubin plots, three of the chains coalesce around one mode and the other two around the other
mode. Convergence failure is obvious. Figure 1lb is a similar plot of five chains with initial values chosen around
the lower mode. From approximately iteration 100 on, all
chains are traversing the same sample path. Thus with inadequate dispersion of initial values, Johnson's method also
can incorrectly indicate convergence.

4.2 Comparative Remarks
This example also demonstrates the effect of nonconjugate full conditionals on computer run times of the various
methods. Run time for the ordinary Gibbs sampler using the
Metropolis algorithm (with either random walk or independence kernel) with one transition per iterate was 11 seconds for nine chains of 1,000 iterations each. Run times for
Gelman and Rubin's, Geweke's, Raftery and Lewis's, and
Yu and Mykland's methods were unchanged from those reported for the trivariate normal. But the requirement of the
Gibbs Stopper and Roberts' method to estimate the normalizing constants for the full conditionals both complicated
coding and radically increased execution time, which was
1 hour and 40 minutes for the Gibbs Stopper and 5 minutes for Roberts's method for 500 and 2,000 iterations. The
same would have been true for Zellner and Min's method
had we not in fact used the known normalizing constants
for the required conditional distributions.
5. SUMMARY,DISCUSSION,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Our summary in Section 2 shows that many of the
MCMC diagnostics proposed in the statistical literature to
date are fairly difficult to use, requiring problem-specific
coding and perhaps analytical work. In addition, our empirical results in Sections 3 and 4 indicate that although
many of the diagnostics often succeed at detecting the sort
of convergence failure they were designed to identify, they
can also fail in this role-even in low-dimensional idealized problems far simpler than those typically encountered
in statistical practice. Taken together, our results call for
caution when using these diagnostics and for continued
research into both the theoretical and applied aspects of
MCMC algorithms.
Concerning generic use of MCMC methods, we advocate
a variety of diagnostic tools rather than any single plot or
statistic. In our own work, we generally run a few (threefive) parallel chains, with starting points drawn (perhaps
systematically, ratherthan at random) from what we believe
is a distribution overdispersed with respect to the stationary
distribution. We visually inspect these chains by overlaying
their sampled values on a common graph for each parameter or, for very high-dimensional models, a representative
subset of the parameters. We annotate each graph with the
Gelman and Rubin statistic and lag 1 autocorrelations, because they are easily calculated and the latter helps to interpret the former. (Large Gelman and Rubin statistics may
arise from either slow mixing or multimodality.) We also
investigate crosscorrelations among parameters suspected
of being nearly confounded, as high crosscorrelations may
indicate a need for reparameterization.
A clever alternative to running parallel chains is to intersperse Metropolis-Hastings steps into a single Gibbs sampler chain at intervals, using a proposal density that generates candidate values from an overdispersed distribution independently of the current state of the Gibbs sampler chain
(see Mykland et al. 1994). When such candidates are accepted and produce regenerations in the chain, diagnostics
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requiringmultiple independentchains may be appliedto
the tours. At the same time, such a hybridsamplerforms
a single long samplepaththat gets closer to the stationary
distributionthanwould manyindependentshorterchains.
We recommendlearningas much as possible aboutthe
target density before applyingan MCMC algorithm,perhaps by using mode-findingtechniquesor noniterativeapproximationmethods,as well as consideringmultiplemodels for a given data set. By steadily increasingthe complexity of the model underconsideration,we will be more
likely to detectconvergencefailureswhile at the sametime
gaininga deeperunderstandingof the data.Multiplealgorithmsmay also be helpful,becauseeach will have its own
convergencepropertiesandmay revealdifferentfeaturesof
the likelihoodor posteriorsurface.
implythatautomatedconClearly,ourrecommendations
vergencemonitoring(as by a machine)is unsafeandshould
be avoided.This is somethingof a blow to many applied
Bayesians(ourselvesincluded)who at one time lookedforwardto a fully automatedBayesiandataanalysispackage,
similarto the large currentlyavailablecommercialpackages for likelihoodanalysis.Instead,we now findourselves
recommendinga two-stageprocess, whereinmodel specification and associatedsamplingare separatedfrom convergencediagnosisand subsequentoutputanalysis.In fact,
one of us has co-developeda collection of S-Plus routines
called CODA(Best et al. 1995) for the secondstage of this
process,with the first stage being accomplishedby BUGS,
softwarepackagefor Bayesiananalthe recently-developed
ysis usingGibbssampling(Spiegelhalter,Thomas,andBest
1994, 1995;Thomas,Spiegelhalter,andBest 1992).Both of
these programsandtheirmanualsare freely availablefrom
the MRCBiostatisticsUnit at the Universityof Cambridge
(e-mailaddress:bugs@mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk).
Anotheremergingapproachto MCMCanalysisis to concentrateon convergenceacceleration, ratherthan on the
less solubleproblemof convergencediagnosis.Cleverreparameterizationcan often substantiallyimprovecorrelation
structurewithina model,andhence speedconvergence(see
Hills and Smith 1992 for a generaldiscussionandGelfand
et al. 1995a,bfor treatmentsspecificto hierarchicalrandom
effects models).MoresophisticatedMCMCalgorithmscan
also offer impressivereductionsin time to convergence.
Promisingideas in this regardinclude the use of auxiliary variables(BesagandGreen1993;SwendsenandWang
1987), resamplingand adaptiveswitchingof the transition
kernel(Gelfandand Sahu 1994), and multichainannealing
or "tempering"(Geyerand Thompson1995).
In summary,a consensusappearsto be emergingthatthe
properapproachto MCMCmonitoringlies somewherebetween the two extremesrecentlyadvocatedby Geyer (one
long chain, perhapsplotted versus iteration)and Gelman
and Rubin (a single multichaindiagnostic).Althoughit is
never possible to say with certaintythat a finite sample
from an MCMCalgorithmis representativeof an underlying stationarydistribution,convergencediagnostics(along
with sample correlationsand plots of the samples themselves) may offer a worthwhilecheck on the algorithm's

progress.Combinedwith the emergingworkin determining
theoreticalconvergenceboundsanda morerobustapproach
to algorithmand model selection,MCMCalgorithmswill
no doubtenjoycontinuedpopularityas computationaltools
for a wide arrayof statisticalproblems.
[ReceivedSeptember1994. RevisedSeptember1995.]
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